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Abstract:
Wind power is a rapidly increasing resource of electrical power world-
wide. With the increasing number of wind turbines installed one ma-
jor concern is the noise they generate. Sometimes already built wind
turbines have to be put down or down-regulated, when certain noise
levels are exceeded, resulting in economical and environmental losses.
Therefore, accurate sound propagation calculations would be beneficial
already in a planning stage of a wind farm. A model that can account
for varying wind speeds and complex terrains could therefore be of great
importance when future wind farms are planned
In this report an extended version of the classical wave equation that
allows for variations in wind speed and terrain is derived which can
be used to solve complex terrain and wind settings. The equation are
solved with the use of Fourier transforms and Chebyshev polynomials
and a numerical code is developed.
The numerical code is evaluated against test cases where analytical and
simple solutions exist. Tests with no wind for both totally free prop-
agation and with a ground surface is evaluated in both 2D and 3D
settings. For these simple cases the developed code shows good agree-
ment to analytical solutions if the computational domain is sufficiently
large. More advanced test cases with wind and terrain is not evaluated
in this report and needs further validation.
If the sound pressure needs to be calculated for a large area, and if the
frequency is high, the developed model has problems regarding compu-
tational time and memory. These problems could be solved by further
development of the numerical code or by using other solution methods.

Descriptors:
Sound propagation; Wind turbines; Wave equation; Helmholtz
equation; Fourier transform; Chebyshev polynomials.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Wind power is a globally increasing source of energy since it is renewable and
the costs have been reduced significantly during the recent years. Wind power
is today one of the cheapest energy resources available and in some countries
as Germany and the UK it is even considered the cheapest (Randall 2015).
In February 2019 the Worldwide installed capacity of wind power reached 600
GW with an increase of 53.9 GW in 2018 (WWEA 2019)

1.1. Wind energy and noise issues

With the increasing number of wind turbines all over the world the impact
on the landscape, humans and animals also increases. One important factor
concerning wind turbines is the sound or noise they create. The distinction
between sound and noise is usually that noise is described as unwanted sound.
Noise from wind turbines is a problem that needs certain care. It is common
that people living close to wind turbines complain regarding annoyance and
disturbed sleep and therefore noise issues is one of the mayor concerns from
the public when construction of new wind turbines is planned (Bolin 2009).

In recent years many countries have developed noise regulation guidelines
for sound from wind turbines. The noise is not allowed to be greater than
certain limits depending on location and time of the day. However, these noise
regulations looks very different depending on the country, with different limit-
ing values and different ways of measuring the sound. Many European countries
have strict regulations but in some parts of the world there exists no regulation
at all (Koppen & Fowler 2015). What is common among the noise regulation
guidelines is that they usually have different limiting values depending on the
region, where residential areas usually have stricter regulations than rural ar-
eas. Usually the regulation also depend on the time of the day with stricter
limits in nighttime than daytime. When it comes to how the sound level is mea-
sured and calculated, there are also significant differences. The sound levels
at different frequencies can be unequally weighted and whether to account or
not for background noise can also vary. Background noise plays an important
role for how the sound from wind turbines is perceived and if it is even audible
or not (Bolin 2009). The phenomenon when the threshold for hearing of one
sound is changed by the presence of another sound is called masking, which
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

is an important aspect of the perception of sound. The effect of the masking
sound depends on both the level but also on the frequency, where sound of
similar frequency have a greater masking effect. Sources that can mask wind
turbine noise can be natural ambient sound from, for example wind blowing
through vegetation and braking waves at shores. The masking sound can also
be man made from traffic, industry and machines etc.

Regardless of how the noise regulation is formulated it can have the conse-
quence that already built wind turbines have to be shut down or down regulated
when the noise regulation limits are exceeded. This can of course have signifi-
cant economical effects for the wind farm owner but also environmental effects
with a loss in renewable energy production. The economical and environmen-
tal aspects together with the risk of annoyance for humans and animals makes
modelling of wind farm noise in the planning stage very important. If problem-
atic placements of wind turbines regarding noise can be found already in the
planning stage, these turbines can instead be placed at other suitable positions.
Modeling of the propagation of wind turbine noise is complex since it depends
on varying conditions as wind, temperature and atmospheric pressure. Also
the effect of interaction between several wind turbines and the effect of ground
reflections needs to be accounted for in an accurate model.

1.2. Sound propagation in the atmosphere

Models for sound propagation have been developed for a long time. Many mod-
els that today are used to calculate the sound propagation in the atmosphere
have originally been developed for underwater acoustics applied to submarines
etc. (Salomons 2001). Generally two distinctive ways of describing and model
sound exist, one where sound is described as waves and one where it is de-
scribed as rays. The wave approach comes down to solving the wave equation
or simplified versions of it. In the ray approach calculating the ray path is the
fundamental issue. Sometimes these two ways of describing sound coincide and
models combing the two also exist. From a computational point of view it is
easier to model sound as rays rather than solving the wave equation.

The main properties that affect the sound propagation and in turn the
sound pressure level at a certain position away from a sound source are; geo-
metric spreading, atmospheric absorption, diffraction of sound rays due to wind
and temperature variations as well as reflection and absorption at the ground
surface (Attenborough 2007).

Geometric spreading can be described as the reduction of sound pressure
away from the source due to the fact that sound spreads in space. For a free
point source in a three dimensional space with no absorption, the acoustic
pressure is constant on a sphere surrounding the source. When the radius of
the sphere increases the energy per area element has to decrease for the total
energy to be constant, see figure 1.1. The decrease of acoustic energy with the
distance from the source is often described as the geometric spreading.
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Figure 1.1. Schematic view of geometric spreading.

Atmospheric absorption is the loss of acoustic energy in the air when sound
travels in it. The atmospheric absorption is strongly influenced by the fre-
quency of the sound. Also the absolute temperature, relative humidity and
atmospheric pressure influences the atmospheric absorption. In figure 1.2 it
can be seen how the atmospheric absorption coefficient, α, in dB/km varies
with frequency and relative humidity for a temperature of 10◦C and a pressure
of 1 atm. A formula to calculate the atmospheric absorption coefficient, α,
for a given frequency, temperature and relative humidity has been developed
in the ISO standard 9613-1:1993 and can be found in (Salomons 2001). This
formulation was used to calculate the atmospheric absorption coefficient, α, in
figure 1.2. It can be seen that atmospheric absorption can give a significant
reduction of the sound pressure level at long distances and high frequencies.

Diffraction occurs since the speed of sound varies with wind and temper-
ature. When the speed of sound changes, the sound gets diffracted. At the
ground surface a part of the sound energy gets reflected upward while some
gets absorbed by the ground where the amount of absorption depends on the
surface. Also the elevation of the ground with slopes and hills can have a
significant effect on the sound propagation. If the wind speed increases with
height usually the speed of sound increases with height as well. If that is the
case, sound rays gets diffracted downwards towards the ground, that leads to
the observation that the sound rays can bounce against the ground several
times before reaching a faraway receiver. This is called downward refraction
and increases the sound pressure level close to the ground. The opposite case
is called upward refraction when the speed of sound decreases with height and
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Figure 1.2. Value of the atmospheric absorption coefficient
at different frequencies evaluated for five different levels of rel-
ative humidity, rh, for a constant temperature of 10◦C and
pressure of 1 atm. Blue: rh = 0%, red: rh = 20%, yellow:
rh = 40%, purple: rh = 60%, green: rh = 80% and cyan:
rh = 100%.

the sound rays gets diffracted upwards. Figure 1.3 illustrates the phenomena of
downward refraction in a case where the wind velocity increases linearly with
height. The source is located at the left side of the domain and the figure
shows that that the sound rays gets diffracted downwards. It is common that
the wind speed varies significantly with height in a region close to the ground
since the wind velocity has to be zero exactly at the ground surface.

1.3. Commercial noise propagation models

When planning to build wind farms computer programs are used to calculate
an estimate of the energy production and optimize the positions of the wind
turbines for maximal power output. To do this landscape data, wind mea-
surements at the specific location and wind data for many years from nearby
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Figure 1.3. Downward refraction. The sound rays from the
source indicated as a red circle get diffracted downwards when
they propagate to the right. The figure on the left shows the
wind speed profile which increases linearly with height

meteorological stations are usually used. Sometimes also noise calculations are
made which can be a part of the commercial software used for the energy cal-
culations. However, these noise calculation models are usually very simplified.
One relatively simple propagation model developed by the International Orga-
nization for Standardization (ISO) is the international ISO 9613-2:1996 stan-
dard that calculates sound attenuation for outdoor propagation (ISO Central
Secretary 1996). It calculates a worst case scenario where downwind prop-
agation with low atmospheric absorption is assumed. It also assumes certain
wind speeds at certain heights. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency,
Naturv̊ardsverket, has also developed a model especially for wind turbine noise.
However, this model is very simplified and only calculates downwind data and
not even considers ground effects (Nat 2013). Salomons (2001) describes an-
other simple model which is very similar to Naturv̊ardsverkets model. A com-
parison of the two models can be seen in figure 1.4 where the sound pressure
field generated by two point sources is shown. Salomons also describes a simple
way to include ground reflections by the use of mirror sources below the ground
surface and a reflection coefficient of the ground surface.

Openwind, one commercial software for energy production and optimal
farm layout calculations, has a built-in noise model which is based on the ISO
9613-2 standard but with some further simplifications assuming no reflections
from the ground (Truepower 2017).

Also some more advanced sound propagation models exist, where two fa-
mous are Nord 2000 and Harmonoise/Imagine (Acoustics & Electronics 2000).
Nord 2000 is a collaboration project between the Nordic countries where geo-
metric ray theory is the underlying model. Geometric ray theory means in this
case that sound is modeled as rays, where the sound pressure at a certain point
is the sum of direct and reflected rays reaching that position. In that model
sound rays are first assumed to be straight lines but then modified to also in-
clude curved ray paths to capture moderate atmospheric refraction (Acoustics
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Figure 1.4. Comparison of the models developed by
Naturv̊ardsverket and by Salomons (Salomons 2001). Lp is
the sound pressure level, Lw is the sound power level of the
source, r is the distance from the respective source and α is
the atmospheric absorption coefficient. (a) Natruv̊ardsverket,
(b) Salomons.

& Electronics 2000). Harmonoise and later Imagine are two European projects
for sound propagation calculations. Harmonoise is developed for sound sources
near the ground and Imagine for sources further up in the air as, for example,
airplanes. These models separate the different effects of sound attenuation i.e.
geometric spreading, atmospheric absorption and terrain effects and calculate
them individually. Harmonoise is in many aspects based on the findings from
Nord 2000 (Salomons et al. 2011).

1.4. Aim of the project

The knowledge that noise models are not always used in the industry and
that, if they are used, a lot of simplifications are usually made (assuming no
ground surface etc.) indicates a need of new more advanced models. The
aim of this project is therefore to develop a numerical code that can predict
the sound propagation from acoustic sources such as wind turbines for more
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complex situations. If possible, effects of for example hills and wind speed
variations in all directions should be accounted for. Wind turbines create for
example a velocity deficit in the wind direction that even more advanced sound
propagation models can usually not account for. The aim is however, not to
include turbulence in the model (which can have an significant effect on the
sound propagation especially in so called shadow regions, which appears behind
for example hills, where direct sound waves do not reach). Also background
noise will not be accounted for in the developed model even though it can
have an effect on how the sound from wind turbines is perceived with masking
effects etc. In this thesis the wind turbine will only be modeled as a point
source located at the hub. More advanced ways of defining the wind turbine
as a noise source have been investigated in different papers but will not be
considered in this report.

The aim is that the developed code should be computationally effective and
that it should be possible to run simulations on a normal laptop or a stationary
computer. The developed code will be evaluated by comparing the result to
analytical solutions and other sound propagation models for known test cases.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

In this section some fundamental principles of acoustics will be stated. The
wave and the Helmholtz equations will be described briefly and some general
acoustic concepts will be mentioned.

2.1. Summary of previous work

One well known book in the field of atmospheric acoustics and computational
models is Computational Atmospheric Acoustics by Erik M. Salomons (2001).
It describes many of the important phenomena in atmospheric acoustics and
some numerical concepts in detail. Another important book in the field of sound
propagation, but in this case focused on underwater acoustics, is Computational
Ocean Acoustics by Jensen et al. which gives a complementary understanding
of some of the computational models (Jensen et al. 2011). As described earlier,
many models are previously developed for underwater acoustics but can also
be applied to atmospheric acoustics since the physical phenomena is the same
and only the medium of propagation is changed.

A general book in acoustics that also has a chapter specifically about atmo-
spheric acoustics is Springer Handbook of Acoustics by Rossing et al. (2014).
The chapter about sound propagation in the atmosphere is written by Keith
Attenborough and gives a general understanding of atmospheric acoustics with
extra care taken to ground effects, reflections and ground absorption. Atten-
borough has also written the book Predicting outdoor sound where he describes
more in dept engineering models to predict the properties of different ground
surfaces when it comes to reflection of sound waves (Attenborough 2007).

Methods using the Helmholtz equation to calculate sound propagation are
for example the Fast Field Program (FFP) and different Parabolic Equation
(PE) methods. These methods are for example described in the two books
mentioned earlier, Computational Atmospheric Acoustics and Computational
Ocean Acoustics. The FFP method will be explained in detail in a following
section. In the PE methods, the starting point is usually a 3D Helmholtz equa-
tion in spherical coordinates (r,φ,z) which, by an axisymmetric approximation,
is reduced to the (r,z) coordinates only. The Helmholtz equation will be defined
and described later in the report. By further approximations of the form of
solution and by assuming slow variations in the radial direction, a PE can be

9



10 2. BACKGROUND

achieved. There exists different ways of solving the PE where two are described
in Computational Atmospheric Acoustics, which is either by a Crank-Nicholson
approach or by a Green function approach. Further development and tests of
the PE methods have been made. A Green function PE method was tested by
Bolin et al. (2009). It shows that PE methods can give reliable approximations
when meteorological data is known. It also shows that, including turbulence in
the model is important for areas with low sound pressure, i.e shadow regions.

When it comes to solving the full wave equation, several attempts have been
made and they can give very accurate results. However, the main drawback is
the computational time especially for large domains and at high frequencies.
Even parabolic equation methods are usually considered too computationally
expensive for large 3D domains. When solving the full wave equation, the meth-
ods used are usually direct finite-difference or finite-element methods (Jensen
et al. 2011). High order accuracy with low computational cost is the main goal
of these different numerical solution methods. Almquist et al. (2014) describes
a stable fourth-order finite difference solver that is compared to Ray-tracing
methods and PE methods. The three methods show reasonably good agree-
ment except for cases with complex terrain, when the tested ray methods could
not capture all of the physical phenomena.

To be able to compare all these different models some benchmark cases have
been developed to make the comparison easier. Attenborough et al. (1995) de-
veloped four benchmark cases with different wind speed profiles. For these four
benchmark cases the ray-tracing, FFP and PE models were tested and the FFP
and PE methods showed complete agreement for all sets of conditions tested.
The range where the ray-tracing model was valid depends on the complexity
of it, i.e. the number of reflections accounted for. These four benchmark cases
only include flat terrain and no turbulence and can therefore not be valid for
real case scenarios but instead be used to validate the effects that was accounted
for, i.e diffraction and ground reflections. Economou and Charalampous (2012)
compares the ISO 9613-2 standard discussed earlier to more advanced models.
The study showed that the ISO 9613-2 gives inaccurate results for many cases.
However, at least in 2011 still a majority of the members of the Institute of
Acoustics (IOA) used the ISO standard. Also other reports compare the ISO
9613-2 to more advanced models, for example the one of Kaliski et al. (2011),
and they show similar results, namely that the ISO standard can be inaccurate.
Real life outdoor measurements with operating wind turbines have also been
carried out and compared to different sound propagation models by Ramakr-
ishnan and Sehrawat (2016). It showed that Nord 2000 sometimes overpredicts
the sound pressure levels.

2.2. The wave and the Helmholtz’s equations

As mentioned earlier one common approach is to model sound as waves instead
of rays. This has mostly been made within the research community and are
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usually not implemented in commercial codes or used by the industry. The
acoustic wave equation describes how pressure waves propagate in time and
space given a certain sound speed. The wave equation has been derived in
many textbooks, for example by Salomons (2001), and is usually written in
this way

∇2p− 1

c2
∂2p

∂t2
= 0 , (2.1)

where p is the acoustic pressure and c is the speed of sound. Usually the wave
equation is considered too complex to be solved directly for sound propagation
in the atmosphere. The derivation of the wave equation is based on the two
physical principles of mass and momentum conservation for a moving fluid.
This simply means that if no mass source or sink is present in a system, the
inflow rate of mass must equal the outflow rate of mass plus any accumulated
mass in the system. For momentum it means that, if no forces are present,
the inflow and outflow rate of momentum plus the accumulation of momentum
in a system must equal out. In acoustics it is suitable to divide the physical
properties, like density, pressure and velocity, in an mean and a fluctuating
part since it is the fluctuating parts that contribute to what we perceive as
sound. A high but constant pressure in itself will not be heard but with fluc-
tuations the membrane in the ear vibrates and a sound is heard. By dividing
the physical properties in the mean and fluctuating part, the mass and mo-
mentum conservation formulas can be simplified since the mean part does not
depend on time and therefore its time derivatives are equal to zero. By using a
thermodynamic relation (which relates the pressure and density to the speed of
sound) the wave equation can be derived. In the classical wave equation, mean
velocities are assumed to be zero and are not included. This will be accounted
for in a more advanced form of the wave equation derived later in the report.

In acoustics a common simplification is to assume harmonic waves meaning
that the sound pressure oscillates sinusoidally in time. It can then be said that
the wave field is given as p ∼ pce

iωt in complex form where pc is the complex
valued amplitude of the sound pressure, ω is the angular frequency and t is time.
This simplification inserted in the classical wave equation gives the Helmholtz
equation

∇2pc + k2pc = 0 , (2.2)

where k is the wave number defined as k = ω/c. The complete derivation of the
Helmholtz equation can be found in several textbooks. The Helmholtz equation
is one of the fundamental equations in acoustics and the governing equation for
many acoustic models for sound propagation in the atmosphere. Models used
in atmospheric acoustics based on the Helmholtz equation are, for example, the
Fast Field Program (FFP), the Crank-Nicholson Parabolic Equation (CNPE)
and the Greens’s Function Parabolic Equation (GFPE) methods.
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2.3. Analytical solutions and important acoustic properties

For some simple cases with a monopole source in free space an analytical solu-
tion of the pressure field has been derived from the Helmholtz equation. For the
cases when simple analytical solutions are available, they could be used for the
validation of the numerical code developed in this thesis. For free propagation
in 3D space, the sound field is given by

pc(r) = S
eikr

r
, (2.3)

where S is a source intensity constant. This analytical solution can also be
used to model several sources if the sound field generated by several sources
are added together. It is also possible to model a totally reflecting ground
surface by placing a mirror source on equal distance below the ground surface.
This will be done later in the report and the result will be compared to the
numerical routine developed in this thesis.

Sound propagation from a point source in 2D space is equivalent to sound
propagation from a line source in 3D space. For this case it is also possible to
find an analytical solution for a point source by the use of Bessel functions of
integer order zero. The sound pressure at distance x from the source can be
defined by

pc(x) = AJ0(kx) +BY0(kx) , (2.4)

where A and B are constants and J0 and Y0 are the first and second kind Bessel
functions of integer order zero. This analytical relation was later compared to
computed 2D results.

In the following sections some general acoustic properties will be used and,
for the sake of clarity, they will be defined here. The wavelength λ is defined
as

λ =
c

f
, (2.5)

where c is the speed of sound and f is the frequency. Often in acoustics a
logarithmic decibel scale for the sound pressure is used. The sound pressure
level in decibel scale is defined as

Lp = 10log

(
p2av
p2ref

)
= 10log

(
1
2 |pc|

2

p2ref

)
, (2.6)

where p2av is the time averaged sound pressure, pc is the complex pressure
amplitude and pref is a reference pressure equal to 5 · 10−5 Pa. This reference
pressure is set to represent the threshold of audibility, however in reality the
threshold varies with frequency which is not accounted for but the decibel scale
still gives a good understanding of the sound pressure and is widely used in
acoustics.
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A measure of the reduction of sound pressure with distance compared to
a reference value is the transmission loss (TL). Attenborough et al. (1995)
proposed the following definition of the transmission loss

TL = 20log
p(x, y, z)

pref,1m
, (2.7)

where pref,1m is the acoustic pressure 1m away from the source. When the
computed results for the theory developed in this thesis were compared to the
Benchmark cases this definition was used.

2.4. Fast Field Program

The Fast Field Program (FFP) is a well known method in the area of atmo-
spheric and ocean acoustics. Therefore a FFP solution will be used for com-
parison and evaluation of the numerical code developed in this thesis. Here
follows a short description of the FFP method developed in this project (Sa-
lomons 2001). By inserting a double Fourier transform of the complex valued
sound pressure pc as

pc ∼ P (z)eikxxeikyy , (2.8)

in the Helmholtz equation, the result is

∂2P

∂z2
− k2xP − k2yP + k2P = 0 . (2.9)

Where the factor eikxxeikyy is present in all terms and therefore taken away.
By defining kz as k2z = k2 − k2x − k2y the final expression becomes

∂2P

∂z2
+ k2zP = 0 , (2.10)

which is the fundamental equation for the FFP method. In this equation also
a source term of the form Sδδ(z− zs), where δ indicates a Dirac delta function
and zs is the z position of the source, can be subtracted from the right hand
side of equation (2.10) to represent an acoustic source as

∂2P

∂z2
+ k2zP = −Sδδ(z − zs) . (2.11)

In the FFP method the domain is divided into layers in the vertical direction
allowing for variations of the wave number kz in the vertical direction but not
in the horizontal directions. In each layer a simple solution of equation (2.11)
with two waves (one going in the positive and one in the negative vertical
direction) is assumed as follows

Pj = Aje
ikzjz +Bje

−ikzjz , (2.12)

where Aj and Bj are constants and the index j represents the number of the
specific layer. In the layer below the ground surface no upward travelling wave
is present and the constant Aj is therefore zero there. In this layer the wave
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number kzj represents the complex wave number of the ground surface and
is equal to zero for a totally reflecting ground surface. In the top layer no
downward travelling wave is assumed and the constant Bj is in this layer equal
to zero. Acoustic sources can be placed at the interfaces between the layers
and the continuity of pressure and normal velocity accounting for the sources
is set as boundary conditions at the interfaces. This gives the following set of
equations where the full derivation of the equations can be found in Salomons
(2001)

Pj(Zj) = Pj−1(zj) for j = 1, 2, ..., N, (2.13)

1

κjρj

∂Pj(zj)

∂z
=

1

κj−1ρj−1

∂Pj−1(zj)

∂z
for j = 2, 3, ..., N, (j 6= m), (2.14)

∂Pj(zj)

∂z
=
∂Pj−1(zj)

∂z
− Sδ for j = m, (2.15)

1

ρj

∂Pj(zj)

∂z
=

1

ρj−1

∂Pj−1(zj)

∂z
for j = 1. (2.16)

In this formulation κ is a property depending on the angular frequency
ω, the wave numbers kx and ky and the mean velocities U0 and V0 and is
fully defined in equation (3.80). By rewriting the equations (2.13)-(2.16) using

the definition (2.12) a system of linear equations of the form A~x = ~b can be
achieved where the ~x vector represents the unknown constants Aj and Bj and

the ~b vector represents the source terms. For numerical reasons, it can also be
preferable to not use the vertical coordinate z directly in the exponent eikzz,
but rather to use eikz(z−zref ) where zref is a reference height chosen close to
the actual z position. This was used in the FFP code developed in this project.



CHAPTER 3

Extended wave and Helmholtz equations

In this section a more general form of the classical wave and Helmholtz’s equa-
tions will be derived. This equations will account for velocity variations in all
spacial directions in combination with terrain variations. This can be done by
doing the calculations in two steps, by first solving a leading order equation of
order O(1) and then a correction equation of order O(ε). In the leading order
approximation, only mean wind speed variation in the vertical direction will
be accounted for. No mean density, mean pressure and terrain variations are
taken into account here. In the correction equation mean wind speed varia-
tions in all direction will be accounted for, together with mean pressure and
terrain variations. To be able to do this, the physical properties need to be
decomposed to perform a linearization.

3.1. Decomposition and linearization

When the classical wave equation is derived the physical properties like velocity,
density and pressure are decomposed into a mean and a fluctuating part. This
is also done here, however now also the mean and the fluctuating parts will be
decomposed once again to allow for more variations. Starting with the velocity
and the first decomposition into an averaged part and a fluctuating part as

Uj = Uaj + φu′j , (3.17)

where Uaj represents the mean part and u′j the fluctuating part and the factor
φ is small and indicates that Uaj >> u′j . The mean part is further decomposed
into an order O(1) part where variations only in the vertical z direction are
allowed, and one part of order O(ε), significantly smaller, where variation in
mean velocity in all spatial directions are allowed. This is done since the mean
wind velocity usually changes much more rapidly in the vertical direction than
in the horizontal. The decomposition is as follows

Uaj = U0j(z) + εU1j(x, y, z) , (3.18)

where U0j is the larger part with variation in z and U1j is the smaller part,
indicated by ε, where variation in all direction are allowed. Also the fluctuating
part of the velocity is decomposed in a similar way but here also the order O(1)
approximation allows for changes in all directions and the decomposition is

u′j = u′0j(x, y, z) + εu′1j(x, y, z) . (3.19)

15
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This gives in total the following expression for the velocity

Uj = U0j + εU1j + φ
(
u′0j + εu′1j

)
, (3.20)

where the factors ε and φ indicates that these parts are much smaller in com-
parison to the U0j part. A further simplification is made with the conditions
that U03 = W0 = 0 meaning that no order O(1) mean velocity in the vertical
direction is present. This condition will be used to simplify the equations in
the following sections.

The density is decomposed in a similar way with a mean and a fluctuating
part, but here no spatial variations in mean density is assumed so ρa = ρ0,
where ρ0 is constant everywhere. The assumption that ρ0 is constant is not
true since the density in the atmosphere decreases with height. However, these
effects are not very large and in this theory variations in sound speed with
height will be allowed, which can depend on the density itself. The first de-
composition of the density can therefore be directly written as

ρ = ρ0 + φρ′ . (3.21)

The fluctuating part of the density is then decomposed in the exact same way
as the fluctuating velocity giving

ρ′ = ρ′0(x, y, z) + ερ′1(x, y, z) . (3.22)

This gives the total expression for the decomposed density as

ρ = ρ0 + φ (ρ′0 + ερ′1) . (3.23)

The pressure is decomposed in the following way in a mean and a fluctu-
ating part as

p = pa + φp′ . (3.24)

For the averaged pressure part, similarly as for the density ρ0, p0 is assumed
to be constant but here pressure variations in all direction of order O(ε) are
allowed. The motivation that p0 is constant is the same as for the density. The
decomposition of the averaged part becomes

pa = p0 + εp1(x, y, z) . (3.25)

For the fluctuating pressure part the decomposition is done in exactly the
same way as for the fluctuating velocities and density and is

p′ = p′0(x, y, z) + εp′1(x, y, z) . (3.26)

The total expression for the pressure then becomes

p = p0 + εp1 + φ (p′0 + εp′1) . (3.27)

Now the three physical properties velocity, density and pressure have been
decomposed and the expressions will be inserted in the mass and momentum
conservation equations in combination with a thermodynamic equation of state.
It is worth to remind that acoustically it is the fluctuating parts and not the
mean parts that account for the sound that we can hear.
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3.2. Mass conservation equation

The derivation of the extended wave and Helmholtz equations starts with the
classical momentum conservation equation where a density source Sρ has been
added to the right hand side of the equation

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρ~U) = Sρ . (3.28)

Writing out the terms gives then

∂ρ

∂t
+ Uj

∂ρ

∂xj
+ ρ

∂Uj
∂xj

= Sρ , (3.29)

where the decomposition’s in a mean and a fluctuating part of the velocity and
density described in the previous section can be inserted. The full expression
after linearization of order O(φ) becomes

∂ρ′

∂t
+ Uaj

∂ρ′

∂xj
+ u′j

∂ρ0
∂xj

+ ρ0
∂u′j
∂xj

+ ρ′
∂Uaj
∂xj

= Sρ . (3.30)

Here, the time derivative of the average part has been taken out since it is equal

to zero. Also ∂ρ0
∂xj

=
∂Uaj

∂xj
= 0 and will therefore be taken out. Expanding by

writing out the decomposition of the mean and fluctuating parts respectively
gives

∂(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

∂t
+ (U0j + εU1j)

∂(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

∂xj
+ ρ0

∂(u′0j + εu′1j)

∂xj
= Sρ . (3.31)

By retaining terms of order O(1) one obtains

∂ρ′0
∂t

+ U0j
∂ρ′0
∂xj

+ ρ0
∂u′0j
∂xj

= Sρ . (3.32)

For simplicity this equation can be rewritten as a linear operator, CE, of the
fluctuating properties ρ′0, u′0j and p′0 as

CE(ρ′0, u
′
0j , p

′
0) = Sρ . (3.33)

From equation (3.31), the order O(ε) equation becomes

∂ρ′1
∂t

+ U0j
∂ρ′1
∂xj

+ U1j
∂ρ′0
∂xj

+ ρ0
∂u′1j
∂xj

= 0 , (3.34)

which can be re-written as

CE(ρ′1, u
′
1j , p

′
1) = −U1j

∂ρ′0
∂xj

. (3.35)

What can be noticed from equations (3.33) and (3.35) is that, for the order

O(ε) equation the term −U1j
∂ρ′0
∂xj

can be seen to act as a density source similar

to the density source in equation (3.33).
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3.3. Momentum conservation equation

Similarly as when the classical wave equation is derived, the momentum con-
servation equation is used where gravity is neglected. Here a velocity source
Su is added to the right hand side of the momentum equation as follows

ρ
D~U

Dt
= −∇p+ Su . (3.36)

The term D
Dt is the total derivative and is defined as

D

Dt
=

∂

∂t
+ Uj

∂

∂xj
. (3.37)

Using the definition of the total derivative in equation (3.36) and rewriting it
gives

ρ

[
∂Ui
∂t

+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj

]
= − ∂p

∂xi
+ Su . (3.38)

Expanding and making a linearization using the decomposition in a mean and
a fluctuating part, the order O(φ) equation becomes

ρ0

[
∂u′i
∂t

+ Uaj
∂u′i
∂xj

+ u′j
∂Uai
∂xj

]
+ ρ′

[
Uaj

∂Uai
∂xj

]
= − ∂p

′

∂xi
+ Su . (3.39)

Expanding the equation further by writing out the mean and the fluctuating
parts gives

ρ0

[
∂(u′0i + εu′1i)

∂t
+ (U0j + εU1j)

∂(u′0i + εu′1i)

∂xj
+ (u′0j + εu′1j)

∂(U0i + εU1i)

∂xj

]
+

+(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

[
(U0j + εU1j)

∂(U0i + εU1i)

∂xj

]
= −∂(p′0 + εp′1)

∂xi
+ Su .

(3.40)
By sorting the equation after order with an orderO(1) equation and a correction
equation of order O(ε) two equations are achieved. The order O(1) equation
becomes

ρ0

[
∂u′0i
∂t

+ U0j
∂u′0i
∂xj

+ u′0j
∂U0i

∂xj

]
+ ρ′0

[
U0j

∂U0i

∂xj

]
+
∂p′0
∂xi

= Su . (3.41)

Here it can be used that ∂U0i

∂xj
= ∂U0i

∂z δj3 and W0 = 0, so u′0j
∂U0i

∂xj
= w′0

∂U0i

∂z

and U0j
∂U0i

∂xj
= W0

∂U0i

∂z = 0. This gives that the order O(1) equation for the

momentum equation becomes

ρ0

[
∂u′0i
∂t

+ U0j
∂u′0i
∂xj

+ w′0
∂U0i

∂z

]
+
∂p′0
∂xi

= Su . (3.42)

This in short form can be written as a linear operator, ME, of the fluctuating
properties as

ME(ρ′0, u
′
0i, p

′
0) = Su . (3.43)
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From equation (3.40) the order O(ε) equation becomes

ρ0

[
∂u′1i
∂t

+ U0j
∂u′1i
∂xj

+ U1j
∂u′0i
∂xj

+ u′0j
∂U1i

∂xj
+ u′1j

∂U0i

∂xj

]
+

+ρ′0

[
U0j

∂U1i

∂xj
+ U1j

∂U0i

∂xj

]
+
∂p′1
∂xi

= 0 ,

(3.44)

where u′1j
∂U0i

∂xj
= w′1

∂U0i

∂z , U1j
∂U0i

∂xj
= W1

∂U0i

∂z . This gives an order O(ε) equation

from the momentum equation of the form

ρ0

[
∂u′1i
∂t

+ U0j
∂u′1i
∂xj

+ U1j
∂u′0i
∂xj

+ u′0j
∂U1i

∂xj
+ w′1

∂U0i

∂z

]
+

+ρ′0

[
U0j

∂U1i

∂xj
+W1

∂U0i

∂z

]
+
∂p′1
∂xi

= 0 ,

(3.45)

which can be written as

ME(ρ′1, u
′
1i, p

′
1) = −ρ0

[
U1j

∂u′0i
∂xj

+ u′0j
∂U1i

∂xj

]
− ρ′0

[
U0j

∂U1i

∂xj
+W1

∂U0i

∂z

]
.

(3.46)
Similarly as for the final expressions from the mass conservation equation, it
can be seen here that the right hand side of equation (3.46) can physically
represent a velocity source as in equation (3.43).

3.4. Thermodynamic equation of state

To derive a wave equation a thermodynamic equation relating the pressure
and the density is needed. Under adiabatic conditions the relation p/c2 = ρ is
fulfilled and for an inhomogeneous moving atmosphere this relation becomes

1

c2
Dp

Dt
=
Dρ

Dt
+ Sp , (3.47)

where here also a pressure source Sp has been added to the right hand side. This
thermodynamic relation was also used by Salomons (2001) when he derived a
Helmholtz equation for a moving atmosphere. Using the definition of the total
derivative, equation (3.37), the thermodynamic equation becomes

1

c2

[
∂p

∂t
+ Uj

∂p

∂xj

]
=
∂ρ

∂t
+ Uj

∂ρ

∂xj
+ Sp . (3.48)

By linearizing and by using the decomposition in a mean and a fluctuating
part, the order O(φ) relation becomes

1

c2

[
∂p′

∂t
+ Uaj

∂p′

∂xj
+ u′j

∂pa
∂xj

]
=
∂ρ′

∂t
+ Uaj

∂ρ′

∂xj
+ Sp , (3.49)
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where u′j
∂pa
∂xj

= εu′j
∂p1
∂xj

. Expanding by writing out the mean and the fluctuating

parts gives

1

c2

[
∂(p′0 + εp′1)

∂t
+ (U0j + εU1j)

∂(p′0 + εp′1)

∂xj
+ εu′0j

∂p1
∂xj

]
=

=
∂(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

∂t
+ (U0j + εU1j)

∂(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

∂xj
+ Sp .

(3.50)

The order O(1) expression of this equation is then

1

c2

[
∂p′0
∂t

+ U0j
∂p′0
∂xj

]
−
[
∂ρ′0
∂t

+ U0j
∂ρ′0
∂xj

]
= Sp , (3.51)

which in short form as a function, PE, can be written as

PE(ρ′0, u
′
0i, p

′
0) = Sp. (3.52)

From (3.50) the order O(ε) equation becomes

1

c2

[
∂p′1
∂t

+ U0j
∂p′1
∂xj

+ U1j
∂p′0
∂xj

+ u′0j
∂p1
∂xj

]
+

−
[
∂ρ′1
∂t

+ U0j
∂ρ′1
∂xj

+ U1j
∂ρ′0
∂xj

]
= 0 ,

(3.53)

which in short form can be written as

PE(ρ′1, u
′
1i, p

′
1) = − 1

c2

(
U1j

∂p′0
∂xj

+ u′0j
∂p1
∂xj

)
+ U1j

∂ρ′0
∂xj

. (3.54)

Together the six equations (3.33), (3.35), (3.43), (3.46), (3.52) and (3.54) will
later be used to derive the extended versions of the wave and Helmholtz’s
equations that account for the order O(ε) correction.

3.5. Inclusion of terrain

To include terrain, it is possible to consider that the terrain topography is small
and scales as εH(x, y), where H is a function of order O(1). This hypothesis
limits the present method to low-elevation hills, but it is generally used in
many industrial codes like the Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program
(WAsP) (Bowen & Mortensen 1996). The map

ξj = (ξ, γ, η) = (x, y, z − εH) , (3.55)

is introduced so that the η coordinate is now parallel to the ground. This
implies that the derivative in the x direction becomes

∂

∂x
=

∂

∂ξ
− εHx

∂

∂η
, (3.56)

where Hx is the local derivative of the height with respect to x. In general, one
can write

∂

∂xj
=

∂

∂ξj
− εHj

∂

∂η
, (3.57)
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where H3 = 0, since H does not depend on z. The derivation of the oper-
ators discussed so far is similar and does not change significantly. The base
flow is assumed to vary only on η rather than z and this implies a shift of the
vertical velocity according to the mass conservation equation. The transfor-

mation implies that the mass conservation equation is fulfilled as
∂Ũj

∂ξj
= 0 and

U0 = [U0(η), V0(η), 0].

Using the transformation (3.57) in equation (3.31), the new mass conser-
vation equation with the hill correction becomes

∂(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

∂t
+ (U0j + εU1j)

[
∂(ρ′0 + ερ′1)

∂ξj
− εHj

∂ρ′0
∂η

]
+ρ0

[
∂(u′0j + εu′1j)

∂ξj
− εHj

∂u′0j
∂η

]
= Sρ

(3.58)

The order O(1) equation becomes

∂ρ′0
∂t

+ U0j
∂ρ′0
∂ξj

+ ρ0
∂u′0j
∂ξj

= Sρ, (3.59)

which in short form can be written as the function, CE, as

CE(ρ′0, u
′
0j , p

′
0) = Sρ, (3.60)

which is exactly the same as for the case with no hill. In the correction equation
however the hill term will be present as

CE(ρ′1, u
′
1j , p

′
1) = −U1j

∂ρ′0
∂ξj

+Hj

(
U0k

∂ρ′0
∂η

+ ρ0
∂u′0j
∂η

)
. (3.61)

With analogous procedure, i.e. inserting (3.57) in (3.40) and (3.50) one can
obtain that the momentum and thermodynamic equations remain unchanged
at the leading terms with the (ξ, γ, η) transformation but some extra terms will
appear as forcing terms in the order O(ε) correction equations. The expression
for the momentum conservation equation of order O(ε) becomes

ME(ρ′1, u
′
1i, p

′
1) =

−ρ0
[
U1j

∂u′0i
∂ξj

+ u′0j
∂U1i

∂ξj

]
− ρ′0

[
U0j

∂U1i

∂ξj
+W1

∂U0i

∂η

]
+

ρ0Hj

[
U0j

∂u′0i
∂η

+ u′0j
∂U0i

∂η

]
+ ρ′0Hj

(
U0j

∂U0i

∂η

)
+Hi

∂p′0
∂η

.

(3.62)

The result for the thermodynamic order O(ε) equation with the hill term be-
comes

PE(ρ′1, u
′
1i, p

′
1) = − 1

c2

(
U1j

∂p′0
∂ξj

+ u′0j
∂p1
∂ξj

)
+U1j

∂ρ′0
∂ξj

+HjU0j

[
1

c2
∂p′0
∂η
− ∂ρ′0

∂η

]
(3.63)
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Some terms can be simplified if one introduces the shifted vertical velocity

variable W̃1 = W1 − HxU0 − HyV0, with the other two velocity components

unchanged, i.e. Ũ1 = U1. It is also possible to write the order O(1) and the
order O(ε) equations as a combined equation since only the source terms are
changed. The final equations for the mass conservation equation becomes

CE(ρ′, u′j , p
′) =

∂ρ′

∂t
+ U0j

∂ρ′

∂ξj
+ ρ0

∂u′j
∂ξj

= Lρ,k , (3.64)

where k is either 0 or 1 and Lρ,0 = Sρ for the leading term and

Lρ,1 = −Ũ1j
∂ρ′0
∂ξj

+ ρ0Hj

∂u′0j
∂η

, (3.65)

for the correction. Similarly for the momentum conservation equation the final
expression becomes

ME(ρ′, u′i, p
′) = ρ0

[
∂u′i
∂t

+ U0j
∂u′i
∂ξj

+ w′
∂U0i

∂η

]
+
∂p′

∂ξi
= Lui,k , (3.66)

where Lui,0 = Su for the leading term and

Lui,1 = −ρ0

[
Ũ1j

∂u′0i
∂ξj

+ u′0j
∂Ũ1i

∂ξj

]
− ρ′0

[
U0j

∂Ũ1i

∂ξj
+W1

∂U0i

∂η

]
+Hi

∂p′0
∂η

,

(3.67)
for the correction equation of order O(ε). The final thermodynamic equation
becomes

PE(ρ′, u′i, p
′) =

1

c2

[
∂p′

∂t
+ U0j

∂p′

∂ξj

]
−
[
∂ρ′

∂t
+ U0j

∂ρ′

∂ξj

]
= Lp,k , (3.68)

where Lp,0 = Sp for the leading term and

Lp,1 = − 1

c2

(
Ũ1j

∂p′0
∂ξj

+ u′0j
∂p1
∂ξj

)
+ Ũ1j

∂ρ′0
∂ξj

, (3.69)

for the correction.

3.6. Deriving a pressure equation

In this section an advanced form of the wave equation with the pressure as
the only unknown variable will be derived. To get an equation with only the
acoustic pressure as the unknown variable equation (3.68) is first rewritten as

1

c2

[
∂p′

∂t
+ U0j

∂p′

∂ξj

]
=
∂ρ′

∂t
+ U0j

∂ρ′

∂ξj
+ ρ0

∂u′j
∂ξj
− ρ0

∂u′j
∂ξj

+ Lp , (3.70)

where it can be seen that the first three therms on the right hand side are
equal to Lρ in (3.64). By inserting this in the equation (3.70) and using the
definition of the total derivative on the left hand side gives

1

c2
Dp′

Dt
= Lρ + Lp − ρ0

∂u′j
∂ξj

. (3.71)
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By then taking the total derivative of the whole equation (3.71) one gets

1

c2
D2p′

Dt2
=

D

Dt
(Lρ + Lp)− ρ0

D∇ · u′

Dt
. (3.72)

Now going back and taking the divergence of equation (3.66) gives

∇ · Lu = ρ0

[
D∇ · u′

Dt
+ 2

∂w′

∂ξi

∂U0i

∂η

]
+∇2p′ , (3.73)

when by rearranging the terms gives

ρ0
D∇ · u′

Dt
= ∇ · Lu − 2ρ0

∂w′

∂ξi

∂U0i

∂η
−∇2p′ . (3.74)

It can here be seen that this equation is the same as the last term in equation
(3.72). Inserting the right hand side of (3.74) in equation (3.72) gives

1

c2
D2p′

Dt2
=

D

Dt
(Lρ + Lp)−∇ · Lu + 2ρ0

∂w′

∂ξi

∂U0i

∂η
+∇2p′ . (3.75)

Here it should be noted that equation (3.75) is actually a more general formu-
lation of the wave equation (2.1) stated in chapter 2. If the source terms are
set to zero and the mean velocities are assumed to be zero, equation (3.75) is
exactly the classical wave equation.

By again taking the total derivative of equation (3.75) one gets

1

c2
D3p′

Dt3
=

D2

Dt2
(Lρ + Lp)−

D

Dt
∇ · Lu + 2ρ0

∂U0i

∂η

∂

∂ξi

Dw′

Dt
+
D

Dt
∇2p′ . (3.76)

By going back again and using equation (3.66), the total derivative of the
vertical velocity can be written as

ρ0
Dw′

Dt
= −∂p

′

∂η
+ Lu3 . (3.77)

By inserting this expression in (3.76) and rewriting the terms with the pressure
terms on the left hand side and the source terms on the right hand side one
gets

1

c2
D3p′

Dt3
− D

Dt
∇2p′ + 2

∂U0i

∂η

∂2p′

∂ξi∂η
=

D2

Dt2
(Lρ + Lp)−

D

Dt
∇ · Lu + 2

∂U0i

∂η

∂Lu3
∂ξi

. (3.78)

The resulting equation is now an equation with only the pressure as the un-
known variable if the mean velocities and source terms are known. This can be
seen as an extended wave equation which accounts for mean velocity variations
and different types of source terms.
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3.7. Fourier transform

As described earlier, it is in acoustics common to assume periodic signals and
this makes the Fourier transform suitable. By defining a Fourier transform in
time and the two horizontal directions in the following way

F (φ) =

∫
R3

φ(x, y, t)e−i(k1x+k2y+ωt)dxdydt , (3.79)

the Fourier transform of the total derivative can be calculated as

F

(
Dφ

Dt

)
= −iωφ̂+ ik1U0φ̂+ ik2V0φ̂ = κφ̂ , (3.80)

where the indices 1 and 2 indicates the x and y or ξ and γ directions and

φ̂ indicates the Fourier transform of φ. Equation (3.80) can then be applied
directly to equation (3.78) and the result is

1

c2
κ3p̂− κ

(
−k21 p̂− k22 p̂+

∂p̂2

∂η2

)
+ 2i

(
k1
∂U0

∂η
+ k2

∂V0
∂η

)
∂p̂

∂η
=

κ2(Lρ + Lp)− κ
(
ik1Lu1 + ik2Lu2 +

∂Lu3
∂η

)
+ 2i

(
k1
∂U0

∂η
+ k2

∂V0
∂η

)
Lu3 .

(3.81)
By rewriting the left hand side of equation (3.81) after the order of the pressure

term and naming the right hand side Q̂ (which can be seen as a total source
term) one gets

−κ∂p̂
2

∂η2
+ 2i

(
k1
∂U0

∂η
+ k2

∂V0
∂η

)
∂p̂

∂η
+ κ

(
k21 + k22 +

1

c2
κ2
)
p̂ = Q̂ . (3.82)

Equation (3.82) is the fundamental equation for the numerical code developed
in this thesis. If the source field is known together with the mean wind speeds
and sound speed, the pressure in all points can be calculated for the order
O(1) approximation. For the order O(ε) approximation (which can account
for velocity and pressure variations in all directions together with terrain) the

same equation can be used again. However, now the source term Q̂ accounts
for all these effects. To calculate this new correction source term, the order
O(1) velocity and density terms are also needed. To get them equation (3.64)
and (3.66) also need to be Fourier transformed.

By Fourier transforming and rewriting equation (3.64), the equation be-
comes

ρ0κρ̂ = −ρ20
(
ik1û+ ik2v̂ +

∂ŵ

∂η

)
+ ρ0L̂ρ , (3.83)

where ρ0 has been multiplied to both sides for similarity to the following equa-
tion. Fourier transforming and rewriting the momentum equation further from
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equation (3.66) gives

ρ0κûi = −ρ0
∂U0i

∂η
ŵ −

ik1p̂ik2p̂
∂p̂
∂η

+ L̂ui . (3.84)

Now all equations needed are derived and could be implemented in the numer-
ical code that is developed.



CHAPTER 4

Numerical setup

In this chapter the fundamental steps of the numerical setup will be explained.
The equations are solved using Chebyshev polynomials in the vertical direction
and by a Fourier transform in the horizontal directions. To get an overall
understanding of the numerical procedure a block diagram was created, see
figure 4.1 which will be explained in more detail. Also the boundary conditions
(b.c.) used for the physical properties will be stated and a short description of
Chebyshev polynomials and Fourier transforms will be given in this chapter.

Figure 4.1. The fundamental steps of the numerical routine
explained in a block diagram.

26
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4.1. Numerical routine explained

The main routine of the numerical setup is carried out in box (a), see figure
4.1, where the given inputs are Fourier transformed by the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) and equation (3.82) is solved by using Chebyshev polynomials for
given b.c. to get the Fourier transformed acoustic pressure, p̂. The η-direction
equation of equation (3.84) can be solved with set b.c. to get the ŵ. When ŵ is
known, the ξ- and γ-direction equations of (3.84) can be solved with b.c. to get
û and v̂. To finally get the Fourier transformed acoustic density, ρ̂, equation
(3.83) is solved and now all the five acoustic properties in Fourier space, p̂, û,
v̂, ŵ and ρ̂, are known. The input to box (a) can either be the Input[0] which
includes the order O(1) properties, frequency and the acoustic sources for the
leading order equation or Input[1], which includes the expanded source terms
in equations (3.65), (3.67) and (3.69) for the correction equation. In Input[0]
the sources are not defined by a Dirac delta function but as an exponential
function given by

fs(x, y, z) =
1

(2π∆2)3/2
exp

[
− (x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2 + (z − zz)2

2∆2

]
, (4.85)

where xs, ys and zs indicate the source position and ∆ is a distance param-
eter. The distance ∆ should be chosen as small as possible but not smaller
than the grid spacing. In the numerical code ∆ was chosen to be 1-3 times
the grid spacing. The output from box (a) is the acoustic properties in Fourier
space. If the given problem is simple and one does not care about the correc-
tion equation, only the Fourier transformed acoustic pressure is the important
output, Output[0] from this routine, and one can therefore go directly from box
(a) to box (c) where the acoustic property in Fourier space is converted back
to physical space via a Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and the final
result is the acoustic pressure Result[0]. If one needs the correction equation,
all physical properties need to be evaluated in the first step in box (a) since
they are needed in equation (3.65), (3.67) and (3.69) that are used in box (b)
where the correction source terms are calculated.

The required input in box (b) is, except for Output[0], also the order O(ε)
velocity, pressure and density which is here called Input[1a]. In box (b) the new
source field is calculated by solving equation (3.65), (3.67) and (3.69). To be
able to solve these equations the acoustic properties need to be converted back
to physical space via an IFFT. Also derivatives of the acoustic properties and
the O(ε) properties are needed. Because of the Fourier transformation in the
horizontal directions, the corresponding derivatives in ξ and γ of the acoustic
variables can be calculated by multiplication of the factors ik1 and ik2 in the
IFFT procedure. In the vertical direction, where Chebyshev polynomials are
used to solve the equations, the higher order Chebyshev polynomials can be
used to get the η derivatives in the IFFT. For the derivatives of the order O(ε)
properties numerical differentiation was needed and a high order numerical
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scheme was used. When the derivatives are known, the new source field can
be calculated which is here called Output[1a] which is then the new input
when the procedure in box (a) is evaluated again. To get the total acoustic
pressure field in physical space both the order O(1) pressure field (which is the
Output[0]) and the correction pressure field, Output[1], have to be converted
to physical space in box (c) and the two results, Result[0] and Result[1], need
to be added together. Then the pressure field at all points has been calculated.
In the following section the FFT, IFFT, Chebyshev polynomials, boundary
conditions and a way to include atmospheric absorption will be explained.

4.2. Solution methods and boundary conditions

Fourier transform is a well known procedure applied in many areas of physics
and acoustics. The Fast Fourier Transformation, FFT, is a quick way of con-
verting a signal in its original domain, which here is either time or space into
a frequency domain. In space it is here used in the horizontal directions ξ
and γ with the corresponding wave numbers k1 and k2. This is a very effi-
cient way of reducing the complexity of the equations since derivatives can be
calculated easily. The procedure of converting the signal back to the physical
space is here done by a Inverse Fourier Transform, IFFT. The problem with
the Fourier transform is in this application mainly that periodicity is assumed
meaning that even if only one acoustic source is supposed to be modeled and
the domain size is for example 1000m, sources will appear periodically with a
interval of 1000m. This problem is visualized in figure 4.2 and the implication
of this is that the chosen domain must be sufficiently large for effects from the
sources to be small at the domain boundaries. Further reading about Fourier
transforms, FFT and IFFT can be found in Ebenhoch (2015).

Figure 4.2. The effect of using Fourier transforms in the hor-
izontal direction with periodic sources appearing.

In the vertical direction, where for example the mean wind speed can vary
rapidly, Chebyshev expansion using Chebyshev polynomials are used to solve
equation (3.82), (3.83) and (3.84). The advantage of doing this is that the
differential equations can be set up as an algebraic problem where only a sys-
tem of linear equations needs to be solved. The algebraic problem is created
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by setting up the equations as large matrices A with predefined Chebyshev
polynomials, Tn, of respective order and defined b.c. at the top and bottom
surfaces. By setting the forcing terms in a vector b the system can be solved
for the unknown acoustic coefficients an as a system Aan=b. A more detailed
explanation of the Chebyshev expansion method can be found in Ebenhoch
(2015). Here the focus will instead be on the b.c. used at the top and bottom
surfaces for the different acoustic variables. The b.c. will be based on the
simple solution of two pressure waves, one going in the positive and one in the
negative z-direction as

p̂ = aeikzz + be−ikzz , (4.86)

and with the derivative

∂p̂

∂z
= ikzae

ikzz − ikzbe−ikzz , (4.87)

where the wave number kz in the vertical direction is defined as

kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y . (4.88)

At the top surface there are only outgoing waves and therefore b = 0. This
gives that p̂ = aeikzz and ∂p̂

∂z = ikzae
ikzz = ikz p̂ which leads to the final b.c.

for the acoustic pressure at the top surface as

∂p̂

∂z
− ikz p̂ = 0 . (4.89)

If free sound propagation is to be modeled and there is no ground surface, a
similar b.c. for the bottom surface can be derived but now with a wave in the
negative z-direction only and the result is

∂p̂

∂z
+ ikz p̂ = 0 . (4.90)

If a ground surface is to be modeled Attenborough (2007) provides a b.c. for
the ground surface as

∂p̂

∂z
+ ikβp̂ = 0 , (4.91)

where k = ω/c and β is the specific normalized admittance. The specific
normalized admittance and its meaning will be discussed in the next section.
These three b.c. in equations (4.89), (4.90) and (4.91) are valid when z is
the wall-normal coordinate but are not valid for the correction equation if a
hill is present. If a wall-normal coordinate z̃ is introduced with its respective
coordinate system (x̃, ỹ, z̃), it is clear that the coordinate η is not wall-normal
when slopes are present, see figure 4.3.

Similarly as for the acoustic pressure in Fourier space, we have in physical
space for the wall-normal coordinate

∂p′

∂z̃
+ ikβp′ = 0 . (4.92)
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Figure 4.3. The three coordinate systems that have been introduced.

The relation between the wall-normal coordinate, z̃, and the vertical coordinate,
η, is

∂p′

∂z̃
=
∂p′

∂η
− ε
(
Hx

∂p′

∂x
+Hy

∂p′

∂y

)
. (4.93)

When combining the two equations (4.92) and (4.93) a b.c. for the coordinate
η is achieved as

∂p′

∂η
+ ikβp′ = ε

(
Hx

∂p′

∂x
+Hy

∂p′

∂y

)
. (4.94)

For the acoustic pressure defined as p′ = p′0 + εp′1, the order O(1) equation
will not be effected by the hill since the hill term is only present in the order
O(ε) equation. The order O(1) equation in Fourier space is

∂p̂0
∂η

+ ikβp̂0 = 0 . (4.95)

and for the correction of order O(ε) the hill gives a contribution as

∂p̂1
∂η

+ ikβp̂1 = F
(
Hx

∂p̂0
∂x

+Hy
∂p̂0
∂y

)
, (4.96)

where F indicates the Fourier transform operator. This is the final b.c. for the
acoustic pressure in Fourier space used in the numerical procedure.

For the three fluctuating velocity components, û, v̂, and ŵ that are solved
for in equation (3.84), the b.c. was set as follows. At the top boundary the
same b.c. as for the pressure was chosen for all three velocity components with
only an outgoing wave as

∂ûi
∂η
− ikηûi = 0 . (4.97)

If totally free propagation was modelled, the equivalent b.c. at the bottom
boundary with only downward propagating waves was set as

∂ûi
∂η

+ ikηûi = 0 . (4.98)
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If a ground surface is present, the b.c. for the two horizontal velocity compo-
nents was chosen as

∂û

∂η
= 0 , (4.99)

and
∂v̂

∂η
= 0 , (4.100)

respectively, meaning that the horizontal velocities are constant at the ground.
For the vertical velocity component, the b.c. was set so that the velocity is
zero at the ground as

ŵ = 0 . (4.101)

For the fluctuating density that is calculated in equation (3.84), the b.c. at the
top surface was set equally as for the other parameters as

∂ρ̂

∂η
− ikηρ̂ = 0 , (4.102)

and, if no ground is present, a bottom b.c. was imposed as

∂ρ̂

∂η
+ ikηρ̂ = 0 . (4.103)

If a ground surface is present, the b.c. for the density was set as

∂ρ̂

∂η
+ ikβρ̂ = 0 . (4.104)

4.3. Atmospheric absorption and ground impedance

The effect of atmospheric absorption can be implemented by adding an imag-
inary term to the wave number. This procedure is simple and used in several
textbooks (Salomons 2001). The wave number k = ω/c is replaced by the term

ω

c
= k + i

α

20log(e)
, (4.105)

where α is the atmospheric absorption coefficient introduced in section 1.2.
This implies that the frequency can be replaced with a frequency that accounts
for the atmospheric absorption as

f −→ f + i
c

2π

α

20log(e)
. (4.106)

The specific normalized admittance, β, is a property of the ground surface
that indicates how much of the incident sound that is reflected back. Values
of the specific normalized admittance for several ground surfaces and ways to
calculate it for different materials can be found in different texts and books
such as Attenborough (2007).



CHAPTER 5

Result and discussion

In this chapter the numerical procedure explained in the previous chapter will
be compared to the FFP, analytical solutions and benchmark cases to evaluate
the numerical routine. Both 2D and 3D solutions will be evaluated both with
and without a ground surface. However, no correction equation in which the
order O(ε) properties are solved will be evaluated in this report since they
require longer computational time and the time frame of this master thesis
was already reached. To be able to validate the effects of terrain and varying
winds more advanced test cases need to be tested where no analytical or simple
solutions exists.

5.1. Comparison to 2D analytical and FFP results

In this section 2D solutions of the developed code solved with Chebyshev ex-
pansion and Fourier transform will be compared to the FFP described in section
2.4 and to an analytical 2D Bessel function solution given by equation (2.4).
The result is evaluated both for a case with no ground surface (meaning com-
pletely free propagation in space) and for a case with a totally reflecting ground
surface (where all incident waves are reflected without losses). For the test case,
one monopole source is placed at height 150m and the frequency is 3Hz. The
number of grid points are 2096 and 300 in the x- and y-directions, respectively.
In the x-direction the domain goes from -2000m to 2000m but only the in-
terval -1000m to 1000m or 0m to 1000m will be represented in the following
figures. In the z-direction the domain goes from 0m to 300m. The size of the
domain is characterised by a much longer distance in the x-direction then in
the z-direction to reduce the influence of periodicity of the sources due to the
use of Fourier transforms in the x-direction, as discussed in section 4.2 and in
figure 4.2. In figure 5.1 the two test cases with and without a ground surface
for the two solutions methods (Chebyshev-Fourier and FFP) are compared and
visualized in a filled contour plot in the vertical-plane.

In figure 5.1 it can be seen that the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the
FFP solution give the same shape of the solution for the two test cases. For
the free case visualised in figure 5.1a and 5.1b the source generates circular
wave fronts propagating away from the source with decreasing amplitude. For
the case with a ground surface, figure 5.1c and 5.1d, both methods generate a

32
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of the real part of the normalized
sound pressure for the Chebyshev-Fourier method and the
FFP method for two test cases with and without a ground
surface. Subplots (a) and (b) are for the free case for the
Chebyshev-Fourier and FFP methods, respectively. Subplots
(c) and (d) are for the the case with a totally reflecting ground
surface for the Chebyshev-Fourier and FFP methods, respec-
tively.

pressure field where the interference between the incident and reflected waves
can be seen with regions of constructive and destructive interference. However,
this figure is used as a visualization more than as an exact comparison of the
two methods since small differences would be hard to spot in a plot like this. To
be able to compare more accurately the methods, the real part of the pressure
along the x-axis, from x=0m to x=2000m, at the source height, z =150m,
is compared for the two methods and also compared to the analytical Bessel
function solution. The result of this comparison can be seen in figure 5.2

The result presented in figure 5.2 shows that the three solutions show good
agreement in the whole interval. If one looks carefully, a small overprediction
of the sound pressure for the Chebyshev-Fourier and FFP methods compared
to the analytical Bessel function solution can be seen far away from the source
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Figure 5.2. Real part of the sound pressure along the x-axis
at the source height for the free space test case. The result for
the Chebyshev-Fourier, FFP and the Bessel function solution
is here visualized.

close to the boundary at x=2000m. This is probably due to the fact that both
the Chebyshev-Fourier and the FFP methods use Fourier transforms and cal-
culate the sound field of sources appearing with a periodic interval of 4000m
for this setup with the domain spanning from x=-2000m to x=2000m. The
fact that the three methods show perfect agreement close to the source, but
that the analytical solution diverges slightly with the distance away from the
source, indicates that the Fourier transform is the cause of this. It should be
said that also tests with a shorter domain were evaluated where the divergence
from the analytical solution increased when the domain size was decreased.
From an accuracy point of view the domain should be infinitely large to extin-
guish the effect of periodicity of the sources, however this is impossible from a
computational point of view, where the number of required grid points has an
significant effect on the computational time and memory needed. That is the
reason about why the size of the domain has to be restricted. In figure 5.3 the
same evaluation as in figure 5.2 is shown but now for the absolute part of the
sound pressure. The absolute part of the sound pressure should analytically
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decrease without oscillations with the distance away from the source. If the
sound wave is described by eikr the real and imaginary part can be seen to
represent the sine and cosine functions respectively which are phase shifted by
π/2rad.
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Figure 5.3. Absolute part of the sound pressure along the
x-axis at the source height for the free space test case. Results
for the Chebyshev-Fourier and the FFP solutions, respectively.

In figure 5.3 it can be seen that the absolute sound pressure is decreasing
with the distance from the source, but with oscillations of 10% amplitude.
The two compared methods (Chebyshev-Fourier and FFP) give full agreement
in the whole range evaluated. Also here the explanation of the oscillatory
behaviour is probably due to the periodicity of the source terms in the Fourier
transformation. When several sources interact, the phases of the sources might
have an significant influence on the absolute value. That indicates that it is the
Fourier transform that gives the oscillatory motion in the Chebyshev-Fourier
method and the FFP method.

In figure 5.4 the same evaluation as in figure 5.2 is carried out but for the
case with a totally reflecting ground surface. To represent a totally reflecting
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ground surface, the b.c. equation (4.95), with β = 0 was used in the Chebyshev-
Fourier method and a complex wave number of the ground surface kzj = 0 in
the FFP method.
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Figure 5.4. Real part of the sound pressure along the x-axis
at the source height for the totally reflecting ground test case.
Results for the Chebyshev-Fourier and the FFP solutions, re-
spectively.

In figure (5.4) it can be seen that the two solution methods for the case
with a totally reflecting ground surface give the exact same solution and the
two lines are indistinguishable.

In general, it can be said that the result from the evaluation of the 2D
comparison between the Chebyshev-Fourier and FFP methods shows that the
two solution methods give the exact same solution both for the case with free
propagation in space as for the case with a totally reflecting ground surface.
For the free field case (when the solution was compared to an analytical Bessel
function solution) the result showed good agreement in a region close to the
source. Further away from the source the effect of periodicity from the Fourier
transformation has an effect if the domain is not large enough allowing for the
sound pressure to vanish at the boundaries.
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5.2. Comparison to a benchmark case

In this section the presented Chebyshev-Fourier method will be compared to a
Benchmark case discussed in section 2.1 (Attenborough et al. 1995). For this
case a 3D sound field was calculated for comparison to the Benchmark case.
For 3D calculations the computational cost and memory needed is much larger
than for 2D space calculations. The benchmark cases are computed for four
different wind speed profiles at three different frequencies, 10Hz, 100Hz and
1000Hz. The frequency also has a significant impact on the number of grid
points needed in the Chebyshev-Fourier solution method. To capture a wave
behaviour several grid points are needed per wavelength and at high frequencies
the wavelength becomes very small, see equation (2.5). When the frequency
is 10Hz, 100Hz and 1000Hz the wavelengths are approximately 34m, 3.4m and
0.34m respectively. When the size of the domain is in the order of kilometers in
the horizontal directions (and in the order of hundreds of meters in the vertical
direction) it is clear that many grid points are needed at high frequencies. In
terms of computational power and memory, it was therefore only possible to
do simulations and compare to the 10Hz Benchmark case in this thesis. In
figure 5.5 a comparison between the Benchmark case 1, with constant sound
speed, and the Chebyshev-Fourier solution at a frequency of 10Hz between
x=0m and x=200m is plotted. The acoustic source is placed at z=5m and
x=y=0m and the transmission loss, TL, defined in equation (2.7) is evaluated
at a receiver position z=1m between x=0m and x=200m. The speed of sound
c, atmospheric density ρ0, ground impedance β and the atmospheric absorption
coefficient α are defined as in the Benchmark case. In the Chebyshev-Fourier
solution, three different domain sizes are compared. One where the domain
size in the x- and y-directions are 2000m, one where they are 4000m and one
where they are 8000m. The size of the grid cells was kept constant for the three
test cases. These three tests were done to evaluate the effect of periodicity of
the sources terms in the Fourier transform, where this effect is expected to be
smallest for the largest domain. In the z-direction the domain size was set to
50m for all the three test cases.

In figure 5.5 it can be seen that all the three Chebyshev-Fourier solutions
follow the Benchmark case solution well up to approximately 100m except at
the source position. Close to the source (within 5m) the influence of how the
source is defined (as a exponential function and not by a Dirac delta func-
tion) can have a significant effect. However, the definition of the source as
an exponential function does not have any significant influence on the sound
propagation further away from the source. After 100m the solution with the
shortest domain starts to deviate from the Benchmark case with some nega-
tive and positive peaks. It can be seen that the deviation gets smaller when
the size of the domain is increased. For the Chebyshev-Fourier solution with
the largest domain size only small differences from the Benchmark case can be
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Figure 5.5. Comparison between Chebyshev-Fourier solu-
tion and Benchmark case 1 (Attenborough et al. 1995).
Chebyshev-Fourier solutions with a maximum grid size of
(3.9m,3.9m,4.1m) in the x-, y- and z-directions and with vary-
ing domain size in the x- and y-directions.

seen, indicating that the Chebyshev-Fourier solution is valid if the domain is
chosen large enough.

It should be said that several tests where the domain size and the grid
size was varied also in the vertical direction were made, but these variations
did not influence the solution significantly. In (Attenborough et al. 1995) four
different Benchmark cases were defined as described in section 2.1 with four
different wind speed profiles. However, if the four Benchmark cases for 10Hz
and the domain evaluated up to 200m were compared no difference between
the four cases was noticeable. Therefore only a comparison to one of the four
Benchmark cases was carried out in this thesis.

5.3. Comparison to 3D analytical results

In this section 3D Chebyshev-Fourier solutions will be compared to analyti-
cal results computed by equation (2.3). In section 5.1 (where 2D results were
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evaluated) the domain was chosen large enough in the x-direction to ensure
that the periodicity of the source in the Fourier transformation was small. As
discussed in section 5.2 this requires many grid points. Instead of choosing a
very large domain a smaller domain was chosen here but the analytical solu-
tion was instead developed to account for the periodicity. This was done by
placing sources defined by equation (2.3) at periodic distances in the x- and
y-directions; here 30 periodic sources were added in both the positive and neg-
ative x- and y-directions. The choice of a smaller domain was made to be able
to run several simulations with high accuracy and still be able to compare the
result with analytical solutions. In the following figures the analytical result for
only one source will be presented to be able to visualize the effect of the peri-
odicity. Both free field and simulations with a totally reflecting ground surface
were carried out. For the analytical solution, the ground surface was modeled
by placing mirror sources below the ground surface, as explained in section
2.3. One source is positioned at (0m,0m,150m) in a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem and the domain goes from -500m to 500m in the x- and y-directions an
from 0m to 500m in the z-direction. In figure 5.6 a visualisation of the com-
puted result for the two test cases, free field and with a ground surface, for
the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the two analytical solutions with periodic
sources and with only one source is made. The xz-plane evaluated at y=0m is
showed here.

In figure 5.6 it can be seen that the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the
analytical solution with periodic sources (which are supposed to model the
same source distribution) give an almost identical sound field for both test
cases, free field and with a ground surface. In subplot 5.6a and 5.6b, the effect
of the periodic sources is clearly visible where interaction of sound waves, that
seem to propagate from outside the x-domain, can be seen. These results can
be compared to the analytical solution with only one source, subplot 5.6c and
5.6f, where the free field solution generates spherical waves and the ground
case gives clear reflections. However, the result that the Chebyshev-Fourier
solution and the analytical solution with periodic sources give the same sound
field indicates that the Chebyshev-Fourier method provides good results also
for the 3D case. The Chebyshev-Fourier solution should give the same sound
field as the analytical solution with only one source if the domain is chosen
larger enough in the x- and y-directions, however that would require a lot of
computational time and memory, as discussed earlier.
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of the real part of the normalized
sound pressure for the Chebyshev-Fourier method and the an-
alytical solutions for the two test cases with and without a
ground surface. Subplots (a), (b) and (c) are for the free
field case. Subplots (d), (e) and (f) are the case with a to-
tally reflecting ground surface. Subplots (a) and (d) are the
Chebyshev-Fourier solution, (b) and (e) are the analytical so-
lution with periodic sources and (c) and (f) are the analytical
solution with only one source.

In figure 5.7 and 5.8 the same result as in figure 5.6 is presented but here
only along the x-axis at the source height z = 150m and y = 0m. In figure 5.7
the free field result for the Chebyshev-Fourier method and the two analytical
solutions, with and without periodic sources, are compared and both the real
part and absolute part of the acoustic pressure are presented.

In figure 5.7a it can be seen that the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the
analytical solution with periodic sources show perfect agreement for all x-
positions. The analytical solution with only one source diverges from the two
other solutions except for close to the source where the effect of the periodicity
of the sources is smallest. In figure 5.7b the absolute part of the acoustic pres-
sure is presented in a log-log scale plot. The log-log scale is chosen here since
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Figure 5.7. Normalised sound pressure along the x-axis at
the source height for the free field test case. The results for the
Chebyshev-Fourier solution, analytical solution with periodic
source and the analytical solution with one source are here
visualized as three different lines. Part (a) is for the real part
of the sound pressure and part (b) is for the absolute part in
log-log scale.

analytically one source in a free 3D space should generate a linear decrease
in a log-log plot, which can be seen for the analytical result where only one
source is modelled. For the two other solutions, the absolute pressure does not
decrease linearly away from the source position, which is also expected. Except
for the negative peaks, the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the analytical so-
lution with periodic sources show very good agreement. The difference at the
negative peaks can be due to the usage of 30 periodic sources and not an infi-
nite number in each direction in the analytical solution. If an infinite number
of sources was used these negative peaks might be smoothed out. In general
it can be said that both the real and absolute part of the sound pressure show
good agreement for the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the analytical solution
with periodic sources, that indicates that the Chebyshev-Fourier method gives
the correct result for this test case.
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In figure 5.8 the same result as in figure 5.7a is presented but for the case
with a totally reflecting ground surface. For this test case no log-log plot is
presented since with a ground surface the analytical solution (with one source)
will not show a linear decrease away from the source.
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Figure 5.8. Normalised real part of the sound pressure along
the x-axis at the source height for the totally reflecting ground
surface test case. The results for the Chebyshev-Fourier solu-
tion, analytical solution with periodic source and the analytical
solution with one source are here visualized as three different
lines.

In figure 5.8 it can be seen that the Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the
analytical solution with periodic sources show good agreement but with some
variations in the amplitude. The difference in amplitude can be a result of the
finite number of periodic sources used in the analytical solution or that there are
phase differences between the mirror sources in the analytical solution and the
reflected waves in the Chebyshev-Fourier solution. However, the agreement
between the two solutions can still be considered good. For the analytical
solution with only one source differences in both phase and amplitude can be
seen especially far away from the source which is to be expected.
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In general it can be said that for the two test cases evaluated with and
without a ground surface the Chebyshev-Fourier solution the analytical solu-
tion with periodic sources show good agreement. It is also clear that, for a
domain size this small where the sound pressure is still high at the edges of the
domain, the effect of the Fourier transform and the periodicity of the sources
is significant, which was seen when the result was compared to the analytical
solution with only one source.

5.4. Sound calculations of an existing wind farm

In this section sound pressure calculations of an existing wind farm are carried
out. The numerical code developed in this report is used to calculate the sound
pressure and sound pressure level around the offshore wind farm Lillgrund lo-
cated in Öresund outside the Southwest shores of Sweden. The result is also
compared to an analytical solution given by summation of equation (2.3) in a
similar way as in the previous section 5.3. The Lillgrund wind farm consists of
48 wind turbines all with a hub height of 65m. In the simulations each turbine
is modeled as a point source located at the hub. Water is a relatively reflec-
tive surface and, for easier comparison between the Chebyshev-Fourier method
and the analytical solution, the water surface is modeled as totally reflecting
and mirror sources below the ground are used in the analytical solution. The
simulations are carried out without wind to be able to compare with the ana-
lytical solution. Because of limitations in computational time and memory, the
frequency was set to only 5Hz and the domain size is picked to reach 5000m
away from the closest wind turbine in the North, East, South and West di-
rections and to go from 0m to 200m in the vertical direction. The number of
grid points in the horizontal directions are 2048 and in the vertical direction
30. In figure 5.9 and 5.10 the real part of the sound pressure is presented at
height z=2.3m (which is the grid point height closest to human height) for the
Chebyshev-Fourier solution and the analytical solution, respectively.

In figure 5.9 the real part of the acoustic pressure is visualised for the
Chebyshev-Fourier solution, the spherical waves propagating away from the
sources can be seen but with clear wave interaction between the modelled tur-
bines. Also several hundred meters away from the wind farm the wave field is
very chaotic with significant wave interaction and with a complex wave pattern.

When the result in figure 5.9 is compared to the result for the analytical
solution in figure 5.10 no clear differences can be seen and especially close to
the turbines the sound field looks identical. If one looks carefully, for example
in the Northwest region of figure 5.9 and 5.10, more wave interaction can be
seen in figure 5.9 than in figure 5.10. In figure 5.10 more undisturbed waves can
be seen to propagate in the Northwest direction. These differences are clearly
visible in the figures 5.11 and 5.12 where the sound pressure level is presented.

In figure 5.11 and 5.12 the sound pressure level computed by the Chebyshev-
Fourier solution method and the analytical solution can be seen, respectively.
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Figure 5.9. Normalized real part of the sound pressure plot-
ted at height z=2.3m (grid point height closest to human
height) for the Chebyshev-Fourier solution.

Figure 5.10. Normalized real part of the sound pressure plot-
ted at height z=2.3m (grid point height closest to human
height) for the analytical solution
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The sound pressure level, Lp, was computed by means of equation (2.6) and
the sound pressure level at the source positions was set to be 80dB for all the
sources. If the two figures are compared it can be seen that the clearly defined
regions with high and low sound pressure levels that are present in the analyt-
ical solution, figure 5.12, are also present in the Chebyshev-Fourier solution,
figure 5.11. However, in figure 5.11 more regions with high and low sound
pressure levels are seen that do not seem to originate from the modeled wind
farm. The reason for this is most likely the use of Fourier transforms and the
periodicity of the source terms as discussed in previous sections. Looking at
figure 5.11, the regions with high sound pressure levels that do not originate
from the modeled wind farm seem to originate from wind farms at periodic
distances equal to the size of the domain. It should be said that in figures 5.11
and 5.12 the whole computed domain is visualised. This is also the reason that
the clear distinction between regions with high and low sound pressure levels,
that was seen in figure 5.12 for the analytical solution, is not as clear in the
Chebyshev-Fourier solution since more waves are interacting.

If the computational domain would have been larger the effect of the Fourier
transform would most likely be smaller. However, this would have required
more grid points and with that an increase in computational time and mem-
ory. It should also be said that 5Hz is a very low frequency regarding sound
and with increasing frequency even more grid points would have to be used.
However, atmospheric absorption was not accounted for in this evaluation to
be able to do a simple and direct comparison to the analytical solution. With
atmospheric absorption the sound pressure will decrease faster with distance
and the computational domain does not need to be as large as without atmo-
spheric absorption for the sound pressure to decrease sufficiently at the domain
boundaries. Except for the influence of the periodicity of the source terms
the Chebyshev-Fourier method seems to give the same result as the analytical
solution also for a whole wind farm in 3D space.
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Figure 5.11. Sound pressure level plotted at height z=2.3m
(grid point height closest to human height) for the Chebyshev-
Fourier solution.

Figure 5.12. Sound pressure level plotted at height z=2.3m
(grid point height closest to human height) for the analytical
solution



CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and outlook

The aim of the project was to develop a numerical code that can predict the
sound propagation from noise sources for complex situations such as varying
terrain and varying wind speeds in all directions. A numerical model that can
do this was developed. However, only simpler test cases with a constant sound
speed and a flat ground surface are evaluated in this report. For these simpler
test cases, the numerical code showed good agreement to analytical solutions
and the FFP method. This indicates that the derived equations and the way
of solving them work for these simpler cases. It should be said that even these
simpler test cases with a constant sound speed but with a reflective ground
surface are more advanced than many models used by the industry today. The
reason that the developed code was not compared to more advanced test cases
with varying terrain and wind speeds was that these test cases are harder to
find and that the time frame set for this master thesis did not allow further
evaluation.

The results showed that the solution method, that uses a Fourier trans-
formed version of an advanced wave equation, requires a large domain in the
horizontal directions to be accurate. Especially at high frequencies this requires
many grid points to generate a solution with sufficiently high accuracy. The
number of grid point results in frequency limitations for the developed model
and it will be hard to use this model to solve a high frequency problem even in
2D space.

What can be said is that, when using the developed numerical code, where
different acoustic sources, i.e. mass source, velocity source and pressure source,
it gives a possibility to generate a complex acoustic source field generated by
the wind turbines. Many other models can only model wind turbines as a
monopole point source which is not very accurate. However, with increasing
distances from the source the effect of how the source is defined decreases and
at long distances all sources can be seen as point sources.

The problem with the periodicity of the sources that is generated with
the use of the Fourier transformation that requires the computational domain
to be very large could be solved by including a region where these effects are
cancelled out. This could be done by including a so called fringe or sponge
region which aim is to smoothly cancel out the acoustical parameters close to

47
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the domain boundaries. By doing this, the domain does not have to be as
large as without a fringe or sponge region which could significantly decrease
the computational time and also make it possible to model higher frequency
sounds. Modelling very high frequencies would still be problematic with this
solution method and other solution methods would probably be needed for
high frequency sounds where one only calculates the amplitude and phase of
the acoustic signal instead of computing the pressure in all points.

It would also be possible to not use Fourier transforms at all and instead
solve the extended form of the wave equation derived in this report by use of
other numerical methods. As mentioned in the introduction, the aim of this
project was not to include turbulence or the effect of background noise in the
model. Including turbulence in the model would be important to correctly
calculate the sound pressure levels around a wind farm.
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